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1. OPENING CEREMONY:

1. Mr. Samba Jack, Director of Programme Planning, Finance and Evaluation Division

of the ECA and Special Representative of the Executive Secretary of the ECA, welcomed

participants, and introduced Dr Essop Pahad, Deputy Minister in the Office of Vice-

president, in charge of Women, Youth and Disabled, of the Republic of South Africa. He

then invited Dr. Pahad to address the participants and officially open the meeting.

2. Dr Pahad apologized on behalf of the Minister, Geraldine Moeleketi-Fraser, who had

to attend to urgent Parliamentary business. Minister Geraldine had asked Dr. Pahad to

convey her warm welcome to all participants and was hoping to join the conference later.

3. He also conveyed greetings and a very warm welcome to participants on behalf of the

President, H.E. Nelson Mandela and the Deputy President, H,E. Thabo Mbeki who

expressed their strong support for the conference and wished it success. Echoing the words

of both the President and Deputy President, he hoped that the participants were comfortable,

would enjoy their stay in South Africa and take the opportunity of seeing some parts of the

country.

4. He expressed the view that the conference was timely and necessary and hoped that

the decisions taken would accelerate the process of ensuring the full and active participation

of women in conflict resolution and in enhancing and stabilizing the peace process on the

continent.

5. In his view, the documents prepared for the conference graphically illustrated the scale

and depth of the problem facing Africans. He was astonished and saddened to realize that

nearly 80% of displaced persons and refugees in Africa were women. This fact alone led

him to stress that the terms of reference of the conference were necessary a long time ago.

6. The concrete forms of suffering women endured in situations of conflict - rape and

other forms of abuse - which men do not suffer from had also been highlighted in the

conference documents. It was therefore dear that in any conflict women had special needs

and the question was how to address them.

7. As fundamentally the major victims of war were women, it was clear that to deal with

those issues required the central and active participation of women themselves. He therefore

hoped that the Conference would try to evolve a process in which something concrete is done

to ensure women's active participation in conflict resolution.

S. The Deputy Minister regretted the omission in the conference documents of the plight

of people with disabilities. African women and disabled people in the rural areas were the

most disadvantage in situations of conflict. He appealed to the conference to pay some

special attention to this category of people and especially women with disabilities.



9. He outlined what the democratic government of South Africa had attempted to do to

meet the objectives of creating a non-racial; non-sexist and democratic society. The

government in South Africa was now compelled by the Constitution to demonstrate that it was

taking positive steps to address these issues.

10. The South African government was in the process of setting up a Gender Commission.

Its two principal tasks will be to monitor legislation to ensure its gender sensitivity; and to

have an oversight on all ministries to ensure that ministries and departments, at all three

levels of government, implemented policies that enabled the government to make strides

towards the emancipation of women. The Gender Commission would be an independent

Commission in the Office of the Vice-President.

11. The Deputy-Minister urged participants to become Afro-optimists and to commit

themselves to trying to change the pessimistic images of Africa. He said that Africans should

be optimistic about our continent, our people and our ability to find solutions to the problems

that were plaguing our continent.

12. On behalf of the President and Vice-President he wished the conference success and

hoped on their behalf that the decisions emanating frdm the conference will be implemented.

He assured the conference of his government's and President Mandela's enthusiastic support;

he then declared the conference open.

13. His Excellency, Ambassador Pascal Gayama, Assistant Secretary-General of the

Organization of African Unity welcomed participants on behalf of the OAU Secretary

General, Mr. Salim Ahmed Salim.

14. Ambassador Gayama explained that the Forum was organized under thejoint auspices

of the OAU and the ECA and graciously hosted by the Government of South Africa. That

South Africa was hosting this special initiative, the first of its kind, was a testimony of the

total commitment of the People and Government of this country to African women's quest

for peace. On behalf of the OAU Ambassador Gayama paid tribute to President Nelson

Mandela for being at the forefront in the struggle for peace and development in Africa.

15. He extended special thanks to the Minister and staff of the Ministry of Welfare,

Population and Development for hosting the historic meeting and for the excellent

arrangements and facilities put at its disposal.

16. Continuing, he said that the unprecedented escalation of conflicts in Africa and a

realization mat without peace, there could be no social justice and development, led to the

adoption of a declaration at the 29th Assembly of Heads of States and Government in Cairo

in June 1993, establishing a Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution

within the OAU. This Mechanism is built around a Central Organ composed of the Bureau

of the Summit of each year. The Secretariat of the OAU is the operational arm mandated

to coordinate its activities with African regional and sub-regional organizations and the

neighboring countries where there may be conflicts. The OAU works closely with the United

Nations on issues relating to peace-making and peace-keeping. The OAU also maintains

close cooperation with other relevant international organizations. The OAU's activities in

the field of conflict management now focus on conflict prevention, peace-making and peace-
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building, while it is currently developing an early warning mechanism. A Peace Fun* was
launched in 1993 to support the activities of the Mechanism.

17 Ambassador Gayama decried the minimal involvement of women in the activities of
the OAU Mechanism. He therefore welcomed the Forum for being so timely in its aim of
establishing a Committee of Women Leaders that could input effectively into the operational

activities of the OAU Mechanismi

18 The establishment of the Committee was a recommendation of the Kampala Action
Plan on Women and Peace, adopted in 1993 and endorsed by the OAU Heads of State and
Governments. The contents were incorporated into the African Platform for Action.

19 Ambassador Gayama emphasized the need for the active involvement of women in
conflict prevention, management and resolution in the light of the present «al*»«
conflicts in Africa and the resultant continued negative effects on women and their children

in particular.

20 He said that he was confident that the meeting would achieve its objectives which
included the adoption of the Terms of Reference and the Time Frame for the
Ooerationalization of the Committee; and sub-regional consultations to nominate members for
thTcommittee on Peace. He hoped that the Committee, once established, would assume rts
responsibilities as soon as possible and collaborate with the Mechanism for Conflict
Prevention, Management and Resolution of the OAU in its operational activities.

21 It was expected that among its collaborative activities, the Committee would help

OAU in building up its data base of eminent women Pf^^^^^f?^
iti d h ld therefore be a

OAU in building up its data b f
themselves in mediation and who could therefore be at the <^^^.f^

ii Th Cmittee would be expectedto fccihtate and
themselves in mediation and who could therefor ^^
General for inclusionin peace missions. The Committee would be expectedto
ensure that women were adequately represented in Member S*tes «*j
meetings of the OAU Central Organ at the Heads of State, M"1^^^^1^^
levels The decision to align the Committee and its activities with the OAU Mechamsm,
which meets at the highest level, was both appropriate and wise.

22 Ambassador Gayama said that the women of Africa had, throughthe declarations and
d i Kl Dakar and Beijing stoked their claim to a leatohip role

22 Ambassador Gayama said tha
commitments made in Kampala, Dakar and Beijing, stoked their claim to

in the prevention, management and resolution of-c^^"
institutional form to their commitment to peace and security ^^J^J
Committee for the Participation of African Women in ConfUct PreventionManagement
iSSSSa and Peace Building. He put the OAU's Mechanism at the disposal of the
Committee.

23 On behalf of the OAU and ECA/Ambassad^Gayanuithan^

^conf^,tiamely,UNDP^
for their contributions towards the realization of the Forum.
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24. Mr Samba Jack, Special Representative of Mr. K. Y. Amoako, Executive Secretary

of the Economic Commission for Africa, said that it was a special moment for EGA, to be

in South Africa at the culmination of more than a year's efforts to make this meeting

possible.

25. Paramount among the reasons why the conference was being held in South Africa, was

the enormous generosity of the His Excellency President Nelson Mandela, and his

Government, in particular the Ministry of Welfare and Population Development, who had

extended their hospitality to participants in accepting to host this meeting.' In the name of the

ECA Executive Secretary, Mr K. Y. Amoako, the EGA staff and on his own behalf, he

expressed profound gratitude to His Excellency President Nelson Mandela, the Honourable

Minister Fraser-Moleketi and her staff for all they had done to bring participants to share

with the people of South Africa the fruits of several years of persistence, determination and

conviction in the face of all odds. He was especially grateful to Honourable Dr. Essop

Pahad, Deputy Minister in the Office of the Deputy President, in Charge of Women, Youth

and Disabled for officiating at the opening session of the Forum.

26. Mr. Samba Jack reminded participants that one of the most urgent problems facing

Africa today was war and armed conflicts. Violence and instability had become the order of

the day for many parts of Africa. A complexity of multiple factors were responsible for this

situation: ranging from the absence of development or die unequal distribution of the fruits
of development; perpetuation of policies that undermine internal cohesion and foster gross

disparities among different communities in the same countries; the absence of good

governance; human rights abuse; religious differences; external factors; and many others.

27. He said that while men, women and children suffer immeasurable problems in times

of war, women suffered additional forms of gender-related violence that left them pre

disposed to certain forms of mental health complications. Women become victims of role

overload, rape, sexual slavery and sexual abuse, forced prostitution, guilt, shame and the

resulting loss of self esteem following their perceived inability to cope with such situations.
Unfortunately, women's special needs for gynecological and maternal health care services,

as well as, psychological counselling to address the effects of sexual abuse, pregnancy

complications, dislocation and loss of community support were generally overlooked.

28. Continuing, he said that despite the trauma of war, refugee and displacement

conditions and their vulnerability, women continued to be the stabilizing factor in their

shattered families and communities. They worked to preserve social order and to foster a

culture of peace, tolerance and justice. However, their critical mediating role in conflict

situations and in promoting the healing and recovery of their communities are more often than

not officially unrecognized. He wondered how many countries in Africa could boast at least

2 women in their mainstream conflict resolution and peace negotiating teams. How many

women were associated in national or international decision making in matters of conflict and

war? He paid homage to the people of Liberia and Uganda who had decided to be the first
to be counted among those who had demonstrated their ultimate faith in women by appointing

the first women President and Vice President respectively in Africa!
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29 He asserted that because women had a lot to gain by peace, African women in
particular had spearheaded several initiatives directed towards peace promotion and peaceful
resolution of conflicts in various countries. The Regional Conference on Women, Peace and
Development held in November 1993 in Kampala, Uganda, provided African women the
forum to deliberate on why they had played such marginal roles on matters of war and peace.

30 The Regional Conference on Women, Peace and Development also adopted the
Kampala Action Plan which consists of specific recommendations for institutional and
capacity building in order to facilitate the involvement of women in die peace process In
particular, the Action Plan recommended that a Committee of Women Ministers and/or
Plenipotentiaries be set up, among other things:

"to be included at all levels in the new institutions and mechanisms being
created by the Organization of African Unity for conflict prevention,

management and resolution and in all other policy organs and sectoral

fora of ECA and OAU".

31 In response to the request that the Economic Commission for Africa and the OAU
review appraise and monitor the implementation of the Kampala Action!Plan he saidthat
te££reorganizations had convened this meeting to address this. The miflor objective
of *e feting, merefore, was to study and elaborate modalities for settmg up and

ion^ a regional mechanism for the full and effective participation o^Afncan
md^ocessS of conflict prevention, management, resolution and peace buddmg.

In organizing this meeting, the ECA and OAU had benefitedIttemendously from the

to Nairobi, the UNHCR, Addis Ababa, and UNDP Pretoria and Addis Abate.
Whalev had personally put the full weight of his office to the arrangements for this Forum
SaWu^S^a^collaborated with ABANTU for Development, an African regwnal
N^BesideTpreparing some of the background papers for the Forum, they also met with
EcXanToATmTconsultative/Planning Meeting to discuss the organization ofjfa.
meeting He added that the ECA's own contribution to the Forum had been made possible
b^genllTfinancia. support of the Republic of Korea to the Comnusaon's operational
activities. He expressed his very special thanks to the collaborators.

33 As participants set out to examine and fulfil the objective of the Forumjie saulthat
ptrticipa^tsTould be guided by the Draft Terms of Reference of *epr°P«^g™al
inXusm on. peace as per the Kampala Action Plan, that were developed at the
meeting of the organizers and their collaborators.

34 In conclusion, he said that he was convinced that the participants, who
tote Forum on the basis of their wide backgrounds, expertise^experiencej^
to fte peaceful resolution of conflicts, were as determined as the organizers of the meeting
^^onTmTould not be just another meeting where fine words were pronounced,
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idealistic recommendations made and nothing done. He said that as was contained in the

theme of the Regional and Global Conferences on Women, this was an era of action.

35. Mr Samba Jack assured participants of the ECA's commitment to continue supporting

and promoting the participation of women at the highest decision-making level and the

peaceful resolution of conflict through the promotion of peace education and legal literacy.

He hoped that together we could change the culture of militarism to one of negotiation,

compromise and peace.

36. Mr. David Whaley, Resident Representative UNDP in South Africa spoke on the

efforts that African women had made in Beijing and Dakar when they analyzed the challenges

facing them and tile priorities for action that would bring about significant improvements in

the quality of the lives of over half the population of the continent.

37. He said that the message from the women of Africa - in Beijing - was overwhelming.

It was one of the determination not to accept civil strife and armed conflict as a given - a

necessity - a 'man-made1 disaster to which women must react by demonstrating their

extraordinary resilience in the face of misfortune and the capacity to cope when others have

fled.

38. The message was one of intent to insist on being heard, with a strong call for peace;

to demand a place at the negotiating table; to oblige leaders, mostly men, to recognize the

rights of women and their responsibilities in decision-making - for conflict resolution, for

lasting peace and for the reconstruction of society in the aftermath of conflict.

39. Mr Whaley said that the Secretary General of the UN, Dr. Boutros Boutros Ghali had

launched a Special Initiative on Africa in April of this year. This initiative highlighted the

critical challenges, identified by the leaders of the continent, that countries large and small

were facing, as they emerged from decades of disappointment and despair and resume their

search for economic growth, human development, employment and equity.

40. The very first theme of that initiative was 'Give Development a Chance1. It aims

to strengthen the capacity of Africa, through the Organization of African Unity, to engage

in conflict prevention, management and resolution and to help organize civil society and the

mass media to support peace-building. In the review of this objective among the Heads of

the UN system in Nairobi immediately after the launch, roll recognition was given to the role

of women in the restoration of the basic conditions for development.

41. The second pillar of the Initiative - 'New Hope for the Upcoming Generation* with

its emphasis on education and health also pays tribute to the role of women - this time in their

traditional capacity as the educators and the carers of African society. A third pillar is

'Strengthening the Capacity for Governance1 with an emphasis on empowering the whole

of society through formal, political and administrative processes, through the recognition of

the role of civil society. The final pillar, is 'Urgency on Survival Issues' which focuses on

all aspects of life mat affect women far more than men and for which women have
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traditionally been the principal and the able custodians.

42. Mr Whaley said that the UNDP had been given a special responsibility under the
Special Initiative for the development and manage of the component on governance. UNDP
had also taken the challenge of capacity building with respect to the other thrusts of the
initiative to be the very purpose of its role in international technical cooperation.

43. Citing the example of South Africa, Mr Whaley, said that here was a living example
of what could be achieved when women claimed their rightful place from the outset. The
women who had struggled for the freedom of South Africa from all forms of repression
ensured that they would sit as full partners in the negotiating process. They worked
extremely hard to show the importance of dealing with the dual challenges of racism and
sexism that had characterized South African society throughout the long years of apartheid.
Women of South Africa had succeeded in ensuring that they can pursue their economic and
social rights in the firm knowledge that their constitutional rights are fully protected and the
effective machinery has been put in place to monitor the impact on their lives and their
interests, of acts of Government, the private sector, and other members of society.

44 Mr Whaley said that it was particularly appropriate that one of the key symbolic
gestures of the UN Beijing Conference, the Peace Torch organized by UNIFEM and AFWIC
programme was first lit in Durban. As the ceremony took place, in June 1995, a few
kilometers away - Umlazi, was still a place of politically motivated strife.

45 He concluded with praise for the South African government, which had played a
particularly important role in Beijing with a high level delegation comprising representatives
of government and civil society. Since Beijing, South African had witnessed a remarkaWe
process of ongoing mobilization of governments, legislatures and admimstrations and the
judicial system - nationally and in the nine provinces, in the private sector, in the labour
movements, in civil society at large and above all in communities across the nation.

2. ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND ADOPTION OF AGENDA AND WORK

PROGRAMME

46 The meeting, through a process of consultation, elected the Hon. Geraldine Fraser-
Moleketi, Minister ofWelfare and Population, South Africa, as Chairperson, the participant
from Senegal Madame Maymouna Diop as Vice Chairperson and Ms. Wanjiru Kihoro, the

representative of ABANTU for Development, as Rapporteur.

47. The agenda and programme of work were adopted following some discussion on the

procedure of electing the Bureau.
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3. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF BACKGROUND PAPERS

48. A representative of the African Centre for Women (ACW) presented the UN-ECA

paper entitled '"The role ofWomen in the Peace Process: An African Perspective1

49. The paper discussed, in particular, African women's peace efforts and peace

initiatives, most of which had remained unpublicized and unrecognized, since women were

rarely consulted or involved in decision-making matters relating to conflict prevention or

resolution. The paper argued why, and suggested how, women should be involved in the

peace processes in Africa.

50. The first part of the paper described how women world-wide, in the last decade,

through their active participation at various international fora had drawn world attention tot

he fact that their participation was essential to the continued progress towards the achievement

of justice, equality, development and peace.

51. The paper looked at the ways armed conflicts in Africa had affected women who were

the largest number of victims both in terms of numbers and in suffering and as refugees and

displaced persons. It also looked at women's participation in the armed struggle for the

Liberation of their countries and against racism and apartheid for which many ofthem had lost

their lives and others had languished imprison. In midst of all these sufferings, women

continued to work for peace through various means.

52. It noted that inspite of these sufferings and efforts women continued to be

marginalized in the decision-making structures of their countries. That because of their

sufferings too, women had a vested interest in peace. There were also other reasons why

women should be involved in the search for peace: women's long experiences in their role

as peace makers in the family as mothers, wives and sisters where they preferred problem-

solving through open communication, honest discussion of differences and dialogue among

all concerned. They were used to resolving disputes through the best means of ensuring that

at least some of the concerns of all conflicting parties were met - a win-win solution - a

family model which sought fairness and reconciliation rather than victory and retribution.

53. Further as bearers of life, women could offer a special perspective and experience

which would help to overcome prevailing life-destroying methods of dealing with human

problems and conflicts. Since military conflicts and diplomacy, which had traditionally been

exclusively orchestrated by men, had failed to be a reliable system to safeguard peace, the

inclusion of women in all stages of the peace processes was therefore imperative.

54. Enabling women to participate actively in decision-making in respect of conflicts at

all levels would meet the well articulated need to put to the test the extent to which it is true

that women were less likely to wage war than men.
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55 However to be able to participate actively in decision-making processes relating to
peace, African women needed to be empowered through education and access to «iual
oTOortunities. They also must be empowered to participate in the peace P^ses <*J**
OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution. In this respect
African governments had the obligation to ensure women's participation by appointing them
to the relevant posts which fully qualified mem for such participation.

56 The discussant, the participant from Zimbabwe, commended the paper attd highlighted
some of the important issues brought out in the paper. She said that.the impact of.armed

con^icVonwonW was weU articulated. Quoting the UN's»™*J?^ *"^
ZticSants that •peace is not merely the absence of war, it connotates justice and removal
of inequalities' and therefore the peace process should be seen in a wider context. Peace ana
economic development could not proceed without reduction m anm expenmture. as jonn

^SS'^moease^
Xkmgs the legacy for poverty at the very cost of life itself. She advocated far the
3«£a^UcSoftheConvention for the EUniination of I^n^tionA^Worn^
K35DAW)- a document which empowers women legally and socially. She said fta
r^mants could learn from the Rwandan experience where a constitutional proems that
powers women at the grassroots level to participate in the peace process had been

introduced.

57 In the discussion that followed the representative from OXFAM-Americaurged the
meeting to examine the mechanisms for women's participation m the peace £»£>>
3 ft/mnpto, where women were assisting in the reconstruction and rehabditaton

lsSlved in the demilitarization of the militia, no mechanisms exited at a
n^c^aTleveT Tto OAU was to be called upon to find ways of legitimmng a government
in SomaUa in order to strengthen women's peace efforts.

The meeting noted the plight of women and children in the countries undergoing

SSSSHSSSS
distribution of resources.

twenty-five years.

agreed that a need for the reduction in armainent production^and for
!!^ activities for countries that produce armaments.

10
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61. The meeting's attention was drawn to the fact that Sierra Leone had been omitted as

one of the countries undergoing conflict. The meeting took note of the call to send an urgent

appeal to Corporal Foday Sankoh to sign the peace agreement and bring an end to the 5-

year old conflict in Sierra Leone.

62. The participant from Liberia noted that it was important for all women to work

together in order to avoid the repetition of carnage in Africa. Solidarity with women from

other parts of Africa was also very important. She reminded the meeting that despite

commitments made at each conference for networking, when it came to raising voices about

the suffering of women in other countries, this did not happen. She urged women, therefore,

to make their voices heard in support of women in countries of conflict.

63. Some corrections were made to the figures cited in the paper on the number of

Rwandese refugees in Burundi, Tanzania and Kenya: that there were no Rwandese refugees
in Burundi; that about 600,000 were in Tanzania and about 100 in Kenya. Incorrect figures,

it was pointed, out highlighted one of the problems facing the government of Rwanda - that

of misinformation. Participants were urged to visit Rwanda to see for themselves what was

happening.

64. It was also pointed out that some information on role of the UNHCR was correct as

far as policies on women were concerned, but the reality was different. There was

inadequate protection of women in refugee camps and women still suffered abuse and

participated had minimally in food distribution activities.

65. The meeting's attention was also drawn to the fact that in the document, nothing had

been said of what women of Mali had done to fight against conflict. With regard to the

Tuareg crisis in Mali, women had contributed to all the peace processes.

66. Some of the participants described the peace activities in their countries as follows:

67. The participant from Sierra Leone described some of the work of women in Serra

Leone who have been involved in various activities to promote peace. She urged that

consideration be given to establishing counselling programmes at the community level and

added that a recommendation should come from the meeting for the development of a

programme of counsellors at community level.

68. The participant from Mali described the African Mission on Women for Peace to

Rwanda where they witnessed the solidarity among women who had been tortured and who

lost relatives and were now working for peace.

69. A participant from Mozambique spoke of the peace activities of the movement,

Organization of Mozambican Women for Peace, established in 1994. The focus of the

organization after the war was to deal with reducing criminal activity. No infrastructure

existed to provide employment for the demobilized soldiers. As a result poverty and lack
of employment were the cause of violence and organized crime including drug trafficking.

11
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The Women's Movement for Peace was trying to confront these issues.. Organized crime
groups were using children to engage in criminal activities. The organizations was trying to
bring pressure on the authorities to increase policing, but the situation was complicated by
the fact that the crime groups were connected to international crime syndicates.

70. A participant from Rwanda outlined the various activities of women in Rwanda and
in particularthe peace efforts of women's organizations. A number of NGGs had come
together to work together for peace. Women's organizations with different areas esfiecpertise

worked closely with the Ministry of Women's Affairs in order to reach the grassroots level.
Women of Rwanda had shown great resilience and strength in the aftermath of the horiffic
massacre of more than one million. They had been awarded a prize for tolerance and
resistance to violence. She stressed the importance of acts of solidarity from women

throughout Africa.

71 The participant from Somalia shared experiences ofSomali women in the role ofpeace
making and peace building in Somalia. Somali women intellectuals had decided to come up
with new initiatives for peace. They suffered abuse and hostile attitudes from people which

they overcame because of their strong motivation. She outlined the Afferent activities^*
women in the quest for peace in Somalia, Tlie Save Somali Women and Children (SSWC)
had conducted peace antfebnflict management workshops and semmars in different repons
ofthecountry. Recently the SSWd had organized a peace and confidence-buil(fiiig workshop
in Nairobi, which brought together twenty-five women from different clans, regions and
political groupings. The meeting was held at the same time as the warring factions were
mating to Kenya. SSWC lobbied and pressurized them to cease their fighting. Womenare

working to have the Mogadishu port and airport re-opened. They are planningto have a
workshop in Nairobi to create a pressure group of women to lobby for an end to me conflict

in Somalia.

72 The participant from Sudan said mat the Sudanese Women's Voice for Peace was
working for peace. They were also working on a peace monitoring project which had proved
to be very sensitive to the warring parties. Women peace monitors have been.chairing
meetings throughout the country. She called forthe empowerment of peace monitors.

73. The participant from Niger informed the meeting that

73 A representative of UNIFEM/AFWIC presented a paper entitled 'Conflict,
Development and Peace in Africa; Gender Perspectives:

74. The paper highlighted the gender-specific impact of crises andpointed ^jjjfj^^
octants formed the majority ofrefugee and displa *
in Africa and about 80 per cent of refugees).

««. their vtiliieflbility to various forms of violations i
situations. In spite of mis, women were expected to continue ^^

household managers and providers in the new andoften traumatic situations
a number of problems including: lack of food security, violence, poor

12
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health, and little legal protection.

75. Despite the trauma of war and displacement and their increased vulnerability, women

continue to be the stabilizing factor in their shattered families and communities. Their critical

mediating role in conflict situations and their role in promoting the healing and recovery of

their communities was often not officially recognized nor were they generally included in

official mainstream conflict resolution and peace negotiation teams. They were nevertheless

crucial to the process of reconstruction and rehabilitation.

76. Women's increasing efforts as agents of peace need to be systematically documented;

there is also a need to strengthen their capacities and link them to mainstream regional and

international institutions working on peace and reconciliation issues.

77. The paper then went on to outline UNIFEM/AFWIC's role. The United Nations

Development for Women's African Women in Crisis umbrella programme

(UNIFEM/AFWIC) is a regional programme designed to protect and empower women in

crisis situations and to place them at the centre of the search for solutions. Since mid-1993,

UNIFEM/AFWIC has been involved in various national, regional and international initiatives

that promote women in peace and reconciliation efforts in Africa. UNIFEM/AFWIC

participated in the Kampala Regional Conference on Women, Peace and Development and

is a technical member of the Interim Committee set up to monitor the implementation of the

Kampala Action Plan (KAP). It has established a peace project aimed at promoting gender-

sensitive and gender-inclusive response to conflict resolution and peace in Africa. It works

through the emerging African Women's initiatives for reconciliation and peace in order to

promote exchange of ideas and experiences towards building a strong, African women-led

coalition for peace and development.

78. UNIFEM/AFWIC had supported and facilitated many national workshops for peace

and reconciliation. At the regional level it had co-sponsored an African Women for Conflict

Resolution and Peace Strategy Workshop in Kampala in September, 1994, where women

ministers of the Interim Committee of KAP, leaders of women's peace movements and

individual peace activists, shared experiences and elaborated concrete strategies in preparation

for the Fifth Regional Conference on Women. It had also organized and facilitated an

African Women's Peace and Solidarity Mission to Rwanda and Burundi for the promotion

of reconciliation, healing and tolerance at the community level. It had organized the African

Women's Peace Tent during the NGO Forum in Dakar which brought together individual

peace activists and Women's Peace Movements from Angola, Burundi, Burkina Faso,

Congo, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Rwanda, Somalia, South Africa and South

Sudan.

79. At the international level UNIFEM/AFWIC had sponsored members of the Network

of African Women's Peace Movements to the Beijing Conference and had facilitated their

participation in the Global Peace Tent, had organized high-level inter-regional round tables

aimed at promoting networking and coalition-building, and, prior to Beijing, had

commissioned a Peace Torch symbolizing the daily struggles of women in Africa to promote
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conflict resolution, healing, peace building and sustainable livelihoods.

80. The paper made some proposals on a strategy for engendering peace and conflict

resolution. These included:

the creation of a documentary base for the promotion of the concept of
women as agents of peace; it is hoped that the documentary activities

would yield material for networking and use by those engaged in
developing a dynamic gender-sensitive programme of peace education

in Africa;

advocacy and catalytic work aimed at strengthening and consolidating
the coalition building process of African women for conflict resolution

and peace; and

capacity building activities for strengthening women's role in the peace

process in Africa.

fit The Discussant from Mali informed the conference of the problem of conflict among
^T^T^sM^ roie women played in the resolution of that conflict. Afterthis
the debate was opened to the floor,

82 The issues that came out in the debate included: a call for paying attention to
imVpaSu? gender relations, in dealing with conflict; genderjmbalance had

heard at that meeting.

83 UNESCO was urged to influence governments to introduce'"^f

84. The meeting was also urge4 to consider the issue of censoring films that promote

violence especially among children.

not part of governments in many Africa countries.
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86. The meeting's attention was drawn to the fact that many African women peacemakers

who had sacrificed a lot had little contact with structures at the national or regional level, a

factor which was necessary in order to support the work of grassroots and community-level

peace makers.

87. There was a word of caution for conference participants not to peg their proposals and

solutions to governments and the OAU as currently structured. They were urged to look for

alternative mechanisms for channelling women's concerns on peace. The issue of conflict

management, using traditional African methods, was raised as a useful way of giving women

room to participate in conflict management and reconciliation. The question of the need to
develop clear strategies to link what is happening at the grassroots to what is happening at

top decision levels was also raised.

88. The representative of the UNHCR presented a paper entitled 'Analysis of Current

Policies and Practices ofUNHCR with Regard to Refugees and their implicationsfor

Women.'

89. The paper examined the activities of the UNHCR with regard to refugees and the

developments leading to the expansion of its mandate and responsibilities. In particular, it

analyzed the UNHCR's activities on behalf 6f refugee women who represented 80 per cent

of its beneficiaries. The paper discussed UNHCR Policy on refugee women and the evolution

of that policy.

90. The paper outlined the recent refugee situation. She outlined the fact that the 1990s

had witnessed significant changes in the scale, scope and complexity of the global refugee

question as millions have been forced to flee because of political terror, human rights

violation, ethnic strife and 'ethnic cleansing' and social violence. The number of people of

concern to the UNHCR had risen from 17 million in 1991 to 23 million iri 1993 and to more

than 27 million at the beginning of 1995. Some 14.5 million are refugees. The UNHCR was

also involved with some 5.4 million internally displaced people as well as some 4 million

former refugees who have now returned home. In addition, there were approximately 3.5

people outside their countries who had not been recognized as refugees but who were of

concern to the UNHCR.

91. Responding to these contradictory developments, the UNHCR had developed new

strategies to address the causes and consequences of forced displacement. The complexity

of the global refugee problem and large scale repatriation programmes, had obliged the
UNHCR to develop new areas of competence. The work of the UNHCR had undergone a

major transformation as a gpwing proportion of its activities had taken the form of special

operations in countries of origin and zones of conflict a£ well as working alongside military

forces within the context of UN peace-keeping forces. The UNHCR has been particularly

involved in coordinating rehabilitation and development activities and organizing repatriation

and reintegration programmes for refugees and displaced people.
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92 In the course of providing protection and assistance to refugees, the UNHCR was for
a time unaware that the specific needs and concerns of women were not being addressed by

its activities.

93 The paper outlined the gender-specific problems that refugee women faced which
included: sexual violence, lack of access to education, poor health and nutrition, and low
participation of women in community services.

94 In the discussions that followed the meeting noted from the document tot refugee
women were in many situations vulnerable to sexual violence and do not benefit from
adequate protection. It was noted that African NGO participation in assisting these women
^negligible- The meeting highlighted the fact that although UNHCR " *«*£d
guidelines for the protection of young girls and women, there was a wide gap between good

policies arid implementation of these policies.

95 The participants noted that many humanitarian services are provided by northern
NGOs and African NGOs are not sufficiently involved in UNHCR activities Asked who

CR idd refugees the representative of UNHCR gave two dcfim^ns of
NGOs and African NGOs are notsy
UNHCR considered as refugees, the representative of UNHCR gave two ^

(1951 Ction) and cannot "*" ** te
UNHCR considered as refugees, t p
refugees - a person who has left his country - (1951 Convention) and cannot
of peVsecutionTthe OAU Convention (1969) described refugee as a perwtrfleeing ******
*FdMML etc. In exceptional situations, she continued, the UNHCR is given specific
mandate to assist internally displaced persons who have not left their borders.

96 The meeting noted that UNHCR's principal partners are governments while women's
peace movements work on their own terms. It was felt that it was time for the^ UNHCR
mTough the OAU to integrate the contributions of women in assistance to refugees in general
S«and childrenZparticular. ton^^^M^™™^
were refugees in their own countries, like women living in refugee camps in WesmSaha^
X« not considered refugees. It was also noted that some Algerian women had fled
from muslim fundamentalism.

97 The participants noted the proposal that a conference be convened to dfccuK women
immigrants. That more than 40% of women had left their homes in search of£*"»**
OTganSons should be created to help these immigrants who experience problems similar

to those experienced by refugees.

98 A participant from Rwanda informed the meeting that the application of^f^011
of refugeeTas accepted by UNHCR was problematic for Rwanda where the perpetrators of
Z£SS°Li the country and presented themselves as refugees. They **""""'■*
lo^attack the govSLentof Rwanda; because the UNHCR te not been able to did not
S££taJTteinnocent and perpetrators of genocide all ofwhom »*"-*.*■
has «sulted in the situation which had blown up in Zaire. It was therefore i«M«k
application of the policy of UNHCR should be reviewed m order to avoid perpetrators of
genocide benefiting from refugee status.
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99. The meeting took note of the fact that refugees were one of the biggest problems in
Africa. The issue should be addressed as the majority of people in camps are women but
there was not enough infonnation about women both in the receiving countries and also in
refugee camps. What is happening in Africa today is different from the refugee crisis in the
1950s. Participants from Rwanda had discussed the issue of identifying real refugees and
criminals; UNHCR should also look at the issue of people benefitting profiting from refugee
situations .

100. The Representative from UNHCR responded on definition of refugees, choice of
implementing partners, and use of African NGOs. With respect to asylum seekers who took
part in genocide, she pointed out that refugee definition had two components: an exclusion
and an inclusion one. The exclusion component particularly excludes people who have been
involved in genocide. The policy was there but was probably not being implemented
effectively. With respect to the choice of NGOs and associations of African origins, she
informed participants that this was often a choice that sovereign African States made. The

government in each country decides whether or not an NGO should implement UNHCR

projects. Most African NGOs do not often have the necessary resources and capacity to
implement UNHCR projects and require strengthening.

101. The meeting was reminded that the UNHCR did not work in a vacuum and that it
was limited and restricted by the legal mandates it worked under. It was suggested that the
OAU and African governments should revisit the definitions of refugees and re-examine the
legal issues regarding refugee women. While agreeing that African NGOs did not have the

necessary resources and capacities to implement UNHCR programmes, the meeting felt that

it was important to look at ways of empowering African groups to work with refugees.

102. The discussant, in summarizing, pointed out that the debate had dealt with several
issues and more particularly the definition of who a refugee is. The representative of the
UNHCR had clarified the definitions and made it clear mat status was refused to perpetrators

of genocide. An important point was that of the involvement of NGOs and the participation
of women in refugee camps activities. Several participants working for NGOs explained that
their non-participation was due to the fact that UNHCR does not recognize them as well as

to the fact that they lacked resources. The participant from the Sudan regretted the many
security related problems which made it difficult for women to play their pacifist role as they
lacked resources to deal with security problems. The Mozambican participant had spoken of
efforts being made by Mozambican women, but stressed their limited means and requested
international organizations to assist.

<'t - ■

103. The representative from Synergies Africa presented a paper entitled, "The role of
women NGOs in the Peace Process in Africa,"

104. The paper stated that despite efforts made at the various levels, Africa remained a

focal point of tension. The continent suffered continually from such ills as famine, plagues,
ruptures, struggles and fears due to the awe inspiring number of conflicts which were tearing

it apart. Considerable humanitarian effort had already been deployed in the field, either by
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international organizations through increasing humanitarian aid, by African States through the
prevention and management of local conflicts, or even by civil society through work at the
grassroots level. Despite the magnitude of efforts made by one or other of these, huge

difficulties still continued to hamper any consolidation of peace.

105. The paper continued that the failure of present mechanisms of conflict prevention,

management and resolution, which had totally ignored women's concerns, were inextricably
linked to the inequality between sexes. The resolution of conflicts and of peace-keeping in
Africa required the involvement of all facets of society including women and their NGOs.
These NGOs still had, and always will have a decisive role to play; it is through them that

concrete results are likely to be obtained.

106. The paper showed that women's NGOs had, through decades, contributed
significantly to the preparation of international texts on women's rights, peace and
development. They had been mobilized during world conferences to foster awareness in the
international community. Their initiatives, backed by international or regional institutions

with the same objectives, have been decisive in fulfilling these objectives . Women's NGOs
and other civil society organizations were urged to make use of the catalytic effects and
positive impact of the activities and programmes designed to promote equality between the

sexes and a fair share of power.

107 Women's NGOs working at grassroots level, in particular, the paper continued,
needed to be strengthened as they were at the forefront of the struggle for peace. They knew

the field, the urgent issues to be addressed and by what means.

108 The speaker concluded by stressing the need for the Committee to be set up to include
all women's organizations working for peace in Africa. She said that Synergies Africa was
proud to contribute to the establishment of this mechanism. It would spare no efforts to make
this structure for equality, peace and development an effective tool.

109 The discussant appreciated the fact that her country, Uganda, had been recognized for
the role it played in organizing the 1993 Conference on Women and Peace.

110 She pointed out that the paper had discussed international conventions at some length.
She felt that the paper should have concentrated on matters closer to home. Whatwas needed
was a down-to-earthlook at civil society at the grassroots level. International conventions
can only give guidelines, and there was little to show for what these conventions hadI actuaUy
done She made some suggestions on how women can promote peace in collaboration with
civil 'society She added that Africa's indebtedness and structural adjustment programmes
^brought untold suffering to Africans. She made reference to Africa's traditional way of
resolving disputes. She also stressed the importance of addressing the ^y^?"^*
war andthat peace could be preached from communities, churches, funerals, weddmgs and

other grassroots fora.
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111. In the discussion following this, the meeting took note that of the feet that Angola was

in a very difficult situation characterized by war and conflict, It had not achieved peace

despite the Lusaka Agreement, and that although civil society came together, organized

debates on difficulties of the peace process, women were not and are still not represented in

the national mechanisms for peace.

112. The meeting further took note of the fact that to bring about peace, there was a need

to address attitudinai change in society, to strengthen various institutions such as traditional

and constitutional laws (taking into account African culture) and the need to address illiteracy

and poverty in Africa,

113. The meeting also noted that while it was important to have regional mechanisms,

women were not always clear of the roles they had play. It was therefore necessary to

reinforce the OAU mechanism for peace keeping, especially in the case of Rwanda where all

the issues have been discussed at the level of villages, and traditional systems had been used.

114. The meeting agreed that peace processes should be established at the international,

national, regional and at grassroots levels, and that women should not repeat the mistakes of

men who had neglected them, but should include men in peace initiatives. That for NGOs

to be effective, they must work even at the village level.

115. The meeting further noted that the private sector, legal people, religious people all

combined to make up civil society. However it questioned whether civil society was really

involved in promoting women's role in the peace process.

116. The representative of ABANTU for Development presented a paper entitled: The

International Dimensions of Peace-Building, Conflict Prevention, Resolution and

Management in Africa: African Women's Concerns*

117. The paper focused on the international dimensions of the peace process in Africa and

the ways of incorporating women's concerns in conflict and peace-building in international

processes, in particular, those of the United Nations and the European Union. It suggested

ways in which African women's concerns could be incorporated into the work of those

bodies. It also made proposals on ways in which the Committee of African Women on Peace

could work on international initiatives for peace building in Africa and made

recommendations in this respect.

118. The paper stated that wars in Africa had a negative effect on women who comprised

most of the victims, but that in spite of this, their problems were rarely addressed, nor were

women included in decision making processes. African women, however, had taken bold

initiatives to make their voices heard at the highest level. At the Kampala meeting, they had

called for the setting up of a mechanism that would enable women to be involved in the

peace-making processes of the OAU. At the Entebbe Seminar on African Women and

Governance, they had called on the Secretary-General of the OAU for the involvement of

women in the peace process at the highest level and that conflict prevention, resolution and
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management initiatives should contain gender perspectives. At the Seminar and Training
Workshop in South Africa on Women's Organizations in Civil Society, they had voiced their
concerns at the non-involvement of women's organizations by agencies working in

emergencies and conflict situations.

119. The paper pointed to the fact that the UN Security Council debates on the
restructuring of the Council did not contain proposals for making it more aware ofthe gender
dimensions of conflict. Likewise, the UN's Secretary-General's Agenda for Peace, made
no mention of women's participation in conflict prevention, management and resolution.
The European Union, though recognizing gender and emergencies as one of the three mam
areas for integrating gender into its development policies, there were no references to gender

analysis in its policy paper on Conflict resolution in Africa.

120. Finally the paper made recommendations on how the Committee to be set up could
get African women's concerns incorporated into the agendas of international actors in conflict
resolution, in particular, the UN and the European Union. The presenter assured the
Committee of ABANTU's commitment to support the work of the Committee once it was

established.

121. The discussant Mrs. Mongela commended paper for being precise and to the point.
She pointed out certain background issues that the paper had raised: identifying special needs
of women in situations of conflict; role of women in conflict; the importance of a gender
analysis in conflict prevention, management and resolution and the importance of the
recognition of the role of women by the United Nations.

122 She suggested that the meeting send a resolution to UN Security Council calling for
African women's concerns to be incorporated into their deliberations; that a message of
support be sent to the woman leader in Liberia. She also pointed out that the paper had
raised the issue of the concrete steps to be taken to change women from being seen as
•victims' to being 'active participants" in conflict resolution. She *^£it*j
Committee to be set up would need a mandate at a very high level in Africa and that it should
have a right to resources at the OAU for conflict resolution. When looking at the terms or
reference for the Committee, she said the meeting should look carefully at a methodology that

would give the Committee real clout.

123 In this regard, the idea of cuts in military expenditure was reiterated and the meeting
noted that some governments did not have transparency on military expenditures. Women,*
^suggested, should ask for 0.5% - 5% of the peace dividend to be allocated to issues of
concern to women.

124 The meeting was called upon to focus on the role that women can play in conflict
management. In particular, it was suggested that inter-marriages could contribute to

women's capacity for reducing conflict.
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125. The meeting lamented the lack of linkages between African governments and NGOs

and agreed that the OAU could play an important role in this regard by highlighting the role

of NGOs in Africa.

126. The meeting's attention was drawn to the existence of the First Ladies Forum which

seemed to be well listened to by governments and the OAU. The meeting was asked to

consider what relationship and connection there would be between the proposed Committee

and the First Ladies Forum.

127. It was suggested that instead of sending resolutions and declarations to governments

and the UN, it was better to lobby directly and send a delegation of African women, an act

that would highlight the fact that African women were serious about their participation at the

highest levels of peace-building and conflict resolution.

128. The meeting's attention was also drawn to the need to recognize the important role

the international community plays in Africa and to remember that some international

organizations have contributed to conflict in Africa.

■ ■.. ■ ■ i, ■

129. In summing, up the discussant said that there was general acceptance that the

Committee that had been proposed should be set up and that the proposed terms of reference

should be refined; that there was an urgency for women to_ start getting involved in peace

negotiations and that women engage in lobbying and make linkages with international actors

as happened with the anti-apartheid struggle; that African women's voices were not loud

enough on behalf of women in countries under conflict. The issue of resources had been well

debated and should be rediscussed and restructured. The issue of excessive arms expenditure

was raised and it was stated that if African countries started manufacturing arms and selling

them to teach other, then the chances for peace-building will be destroyed. The use of

traditional and cultural practices to achieve conflict resolution was also raised.

as was that of international cooperation and sisterhood and of linkages and partnership

between governments and NGOs. The OAU was requested to reexamine its peace process

since its structures were currently not accessible to women.

130. At this juncture, Ambassador Gayama made some observations on proposals of sending

messages and resolutions from the meeting. He said that the fact that participants expressed

a need to have resolutions on some of the issues meant that they were deeply concerned about

them. However, he suggested caution when participants were dealing with issues that had

not been fully discussed.

131. A representative of the OAU presented a document entitled. The OAV Mechanism

for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution: The Hole of Women'

132. She stated that the details on the situation of women and the role they played in

development and die role they should play in the peace process were well articulated both in

the African and Global Platforms for Action. T^e meeting was an action-oriented one during
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which it was hoped some tangible results would be achieved and hence the importance of the

document.

133 In the introduction, the document noted that there had been no less than 20 full-
fledged civil wars in Africa during the period between 1960 and 1993 while there were

currently 12 ongoing civil conflicts.

134. It noted too, that the future of Africa depended on the extent to which it developed
its own capacities to prevent, manage and resolve conflicts, create stable conditions to harness

fully its human and material resources and direct them to development.
131 The document provided background information to the establishment in 1993 of the
OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution. The Mechanism is
built around a Central Organ composed of the States which are members ofthe Bureau of the
Assembly of Heads of State and Government, the state of the Outgoing Chairman and that
of the Incoming Chairman. The OAU Secretary-Gcnena ami the Secretariat a^^

arm.

135. Thedocument stated mat in order to develop and strengthen &e insttaitoial capacity
of the Mechanism, an early warning system was being coordinated at the OAU Secretariat.
This early warning system will be capable of gathering and analyzing information with a view
to facilitating decision-making and early pre-emptive political action by the relevant organs

of the Mechanism.

136 It noted that peace mafcng was a life-long process that was based on the concept of
partnership between men and women and among people. The total and aggressive
PMtidpation and involvement of Africa's women was therefore imperative for due
effectiveness of Ac OAU Mechanism on Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution.

137 The paper went on to mention the various OAU mechanisms put in place to tackle the
problems of refugees and displaced persons on the continent. In this sphere, the OAU

worked very closery with the UNHCR.

138 In recognition of the crucial need for women to be part of decision-making processes
that ultimately affected actions on the survival and well being of their families, the document
proposed measures that should be taken to promote the role and participation of women in
p^nsTpoUcies and programmes vital to i>eace effc^ at local, regic^, amtmental and even

global levels.

139 Finally the document recommended the establishment of a mechanism composed of
women leaders and experts, mat was representative of women's causes and would advocate,
advise and lobby effectively towards the fostering of a culture of peace.

140 Among the issues that came up in the discussion were that women did not make wars
and it was unfair for society to continue expecting them to pick up the pieces afterji war.
ttwas agreed that the Committee be mandated to coUaborate witii the operational activities
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of the Central Organ of the OAU mechanism.

141. The meeting agreed that it was important for the Committee to be autonomous and to

be legitimized by the OAU Heads of States and Governments, as recommended in the

background document. In addition to the duties outlined in the document, it was

recommended that the Committee be action-oriented; be involved in monitoring conflicts

going on in Africa and collecting and disseminating information relation to peace issues. It

was suggested that the Committee should support organizations working on peace and

collaborate with governments. It was important for the Committee to be informed of the root

causes of different conflicts.

142. It was also recommended that the Committee should keep a roster of eminent African

women who could be utilized in peace-related activities. The meeting agreed that peace was

a concern for all people and as such the Committee should have access to the highest

decision-making body at the OAU. It was proposed that the OAU be requested to include

in the agenda of the next OAU Summit, an item on women's contribution to a culture of

peace. It was also suggested that as President Lissouba of Congo had done, other Heads of

State and Government of Africa should be requested to sign the Statement on Women's

Contribution to a Culture of Peace in solidarity with and in support of African women's

initiatives for peace.

143. UNESCO presented the Statement on Women's Contribution to a Culture of Peace,

which was presented to the Beijing Conference and that has been sighed by outstanding

women and men. All the participants signed the statement. The meeting noted; that

UNESCO was working with the OAU on the possibility of including the theme 'Women and

a Culture of Peace' on the agenda of the OAU Summit in Harare in 1997. This would

provide an opportunity for the Heads of States and Governments in Africa to sign the

statement in support of and in solidarity with African women's quest for peace.

144. The meeting recommended that the Women's Unit in the OAU should be strengthened

in resources and status in order to play an effective role in supporting the Committee's

activities.

4. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE DRAFT TERMS OF

REFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE

145. The agenda item was introduced by a representative of the ECA-ACW. She presented

a brief history of the draft of terms of reference. The terms of reference, she explained, had

been formulated-by a consultative meeting held in Addis Ababa on August 8-9, 1996, that

comprised the EGA, OAU, UNHCR, UNDP, UNIFEM/AFWIC and ABANTU for

Development. The meeting had been also attended by the Minister of Women Affairs from

Ethiopia and a representative of the government of Uganda. She explained that the terms of
reference had been formulated to facilitate a close working relationship between the

Committee and the OAU Central Organ.
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146. The Chairperson then invited participants to discuss the proposed terms of reference.

A long and extensive discussion ensued, during which participants sought and received

clarification from the OAU, with regard to the functioning of the OAU Central Organ. The

meeting finally adopted the following terms of reference:

NAME OF COMMITTEE :

147. The Committee shall be called "The African Women Committee on Peace"

JUSTIFICATION :

148. The major outcome of the Regional Conference on Women, Peace and Development

in Kampala, Uganda, in November, 1994, was the Kampala Action Plan which, among other

things, noting the prevalence of conflict in the continent which impacts mostly on women,

and noting, further, that women were excluded from the decision-making process, called for

the establishment of a Committee of Women on Peace which would be included *at all levels
in the new institutions and mechanisms being created by the Organization of African Unity
(OAU) for conflict prevention, management and resolution, and in all other policy organs

and sectoral fora of ECA and OAU."

149. This Plan of Action was endorsed by the OAU Assembly of Heads of State and
Government in 1994. The Recommendations were reiterated in the African Regional
Conference on Women in November, 1994, and subsequently endorsed by the OAU Summit

in 1995.

150. As was observed by the Global Platform Action emanating from the Fourth World
Conference on Women, women are visibly absent in the decision-making machineries of most
sectors in public, private and civil institutions. These Terms of Reference are elaborated,
therefore, in accordance with the Kampala Action Plan, in order to create a mechanism
through which women can access decision-making at the highest level in the peace process.

MEMBERSHIP :

151. The Committee shall be made up of 16 women members consisting as follows (6
Representatives of Governments of Member States - one representing each OAU region,
except two in the case of the West Africa Region; five Representatives of NGOs; and five

individuals selected in their personal capacity).

METHOD OF SELECTION :

152. pq^^nterives of Qny^mrnftnts of Member States : To ensure effective collaboration

with the Central Organ of the OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and
Resolution, the Representatives of Governments of Member States shall in any year be drawn
from the current membership of the Central Organ. As far as possible, representatives from
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the respective countries of "the Current Chairman", "the Outgoing Chairman" and "the

Incoming Chairman* of the Central Organ, shall be included among the Representatives of

Governments of Member States serving in the Committee.

Representatives of NGOs :

153. The OAU shall invite NGOs working on peace at the national, regional and
continental levels to submit their candidacy for the African Women Committee on Peace to

the OAU Secretary General. The OAU Secretary General shall then make a selection on the

basis of one NGO per OAU region. The 5 NGOs selected shall include at least one NGO

that operates at the national level, one at the regional level and one at the continental level.

154. Individuals in their personal capacity : The OAU shall organize separate consultations

by each of its five regions, following which each region shall provide the OAU Secretary

General with a list of eminent women who, in their opinion, qualify to serve on the

Committee in their personal capacity. The OAU Secretary General shall then make his

selection on the basis of one such eminent woman per OAU region.

TERM OF OFFICE

155. Representatives of Governments of Member States shall serve for the duration of one

year, being the normal term of membership of the Central Organ, except for members drawn

from the States of the "Outgoing Chairman" and the "Incoming Chairman'1 who, in

accordance with the principle of continuity, shall serve for two years and three years

respectively. Other members of the Committee shall serve for a period of two years.

OBSERVERS

156. Representatives of Governments of Member States of the OAU in a state of war

which, at any given time, are not members of the Committee, may attend its meetings as

observers.

157. International Organizations involved in the promotion of women in conflict situations,

and having relations of co-operation with the Committee, shall attend its meetings as

observers.

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL PEACE MOVEMENTS/COMMITTEES

158. The Committee shall establish relations of co-operation with the respective peace

movements at the national, regional and continental levels.

RESOURCE PERSONS

159. The Committee will, where appropriate, co-opt additional resource persons.
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FUNCTIONS

160_

(a) Facilitate and ensure the full participation of women in all peace initiatives in Africa,
including peace missions with a fact-finding, mediation or negotiation function or of
an observation or monitoring nature; as well as the appointment of eminent African
women as Eminent African Personalities, Special Envoys or Special Representatives
to lead these missions, as appropriate. Further, to facilitate and ensure the adequate

representation of women in delegations of

State Members of the Central Organ in its meetings at the Heads of State,

Ministerial and Ambassadorial levels.

(b) Ensure a pro-active role for women's groups in early-warning networking with o&er
interested groups at all levels, local and national, and, thus, enhance conflict
prevention capacity on the continent; ensure farther, early engagement by peace
networks with parties to potential and current conflicts, in order to increase the
knowledge base of causes of conflict and to provide alternative perspectives for
conflict prevention, management, resolution and peace-building.

(c) Promote and support the participation of women at decision-making levels to advocate
for the peaceful resolution of conflicts and ensure the adherence to international
humanitarian law during conflicts, in particular the protection of civilians, refugees,
returnees and displaced persons, especially women and children. In collaboration with
refugee assisting agencies, ensure that the specific needs and situations of refugee and
displaced children and women, as well as other vulnerable groups, are adequately
addressed so that they can participate effectively in decision-making.

(d) Advocate for the full involvement of women at ail levels of decision-making,
especially in the Cabinet of Governments, the higher hierarchies of the armed forces
the diplomatic service and international organizations engaged in issues ot
international peace and security, so that they can participate effectively in decision-

making.

fe) Lobby for the search for alternative industries to arms production; the reduction of
excessive military expenditures and investments for arms production and acquisition,
consistent with national security requirements, in order to increase resources for the
strenethening of the social sector. Promoting the continuous exploration of ways or
implementing measures to alleviate substantially the debt burden of Afncan countries,
in particular highly- indebted low income countries, with a view to redirecting the
proceeds from debt relief and debt conversion into activities related to the promotion

of peace in Africa.
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(f) Support and strengthen initiatives that promote a culture of peace, including,

democracy, education, human rights, justice and the peaceful resolution of conflicts,
in particular through peace education and through emphasis and support of traditional

African methods which promote reconciliation and peace as opposed to adjudication,
and encourage the participation of women and elders in peace-making.

(g) As an autonomous body, establish relations of co-operation and collaboration at the
operational level of the OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and

Resolution throughjoint undertakings, activities, including research, and consultations
with tbe OAU, as well as with the ECA and other regional bodies.

(h) Report annually or whenever the circumstances require, to the Assembly of Heads and

State Government , through the OAU Secretary General and , in turn, through the

OAU Central Organ, the Conference of Ministers of Women Affairs, and the Council

of Ministers; as well as to the ECA Conference of Ministers through the African

Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women in Development
(ARCC).

(i) Ensure that its activities are widely disseminated through the joint Secretariat of the

OAU Women's Unit, the OAU Conflict Management Division and the UN-ECA

African Centre for Women in collaboration with national and international institutions
and NGOs working for peace.

(j) Ensure the strengthening of the UN-ECA African Centre for Women and the OAU

Women's Unit by increasing their resources and strategically enhancing their status

in order to facilitate their access to the decision-making machinery.

INSTITUTIONAL STATUS :

161. The Committee shall be an autonomous Committee with a joint OAU/ ECA Secretariat.

GENERAL MEETINGS :

162. The Committee shall convene meetings as and when required, including meetings to

precede key meetings of the OAU, UN-ECA and relevant bodies of the UN, in particular the

Commission on the Status of Women and CEDAW, in order to lobby for and channel critical

gender concerns on matters of war and peace as well as for sustainable development in
Africa.

RESOURCE MOBILIZATION :

163. The Committee shall ensure the establishment of an independent Special Trust Fund
for African Women's Peace Initiatives. (The location of the Fund will be determined by the

Rules and Regulations of the Committee). The Committee will endeavour to seek resources
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from Member States and other public sources as well as private ones. For activities of the
Committee that are in Use with OAU operational activities relating to Conflict Prevention,
Management Resolution and Peace-building, the Committee should seek assistance from the

OAU.

RULES AND REGULATIONS :

164. The Committee shall establish its own internal Rules and Regulations.

TIME FRAME FORTHE OPERATIONAUZATION OF THE AFRICAN WOMEN'S

COMMITTEE ON PEACE

165. The meeting adopted the following time frame:

(i) The Joint Secretariat will inform nominated members before the Rwanda Pan African

Conference on Peace;

(ii) The Joint Secretariat will report at the Rwanda Pan African Conference on Peace on
the formation ofthe African Women's Committee on Peace; its purpose, function and

Terms of Reference;

(Hi) The Joint Secretariat will send invitations for the first meeting and Terms of Reference

by end of January 1997;

(iv) The Committee will hold its first meeting from 6 - 8 March 1997;

(v) The Committee will elaborate its programme of work 1997 -1999 by 8 March 1997;

(vi) The Terms of Reference of the Committee shall be submitted to ARCC and the ECA
Conference on Ministers, for endorsement in April and May 1997 respectively;

(vii) The Terms of Reference of the Committee shall be submitted to the OAU Council of
Ministers and the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments for endorsement, in

July, 1997 respective.

5. ADOPTION OF REPORT

166 In introducing the report, the Rapporteur explained that the report had attempted to
capture the points of views exchanged by participants without attributing any of the opinions
to a particular participant. The only exception to this was when participants were describing
peace activities in their own country. She then requested participants to focus on the points
onwmch decisions were arrived at, and went through, in particular, the decisions around the
establishment of the African Women Committee on Peace and the Time Frame for putting

into place the operations of the Committee.
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167. The, Chair asked participants to point out any omissions or corrections that should be

noted in the report.

168. The report was adopted with the various amendments that the Secretariat promised

would be inserted in the final document. The Chair and participants congratulated the

Rapporteur, Secretariat and Translators for producing a very comprehensive report.

6. ANY OTHER BUSINESS

169. Under this item, the participants unanimously adopted two resolutions. One calling

on the oau to formalize the african women's committee on peace and other calling for

conflict resolution, and reconstruction and rehabilitation on the continent as seen below:
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I RESOLUTION CALLING ON THE OAU TO FORMALIZE THE AFRICAN
WOMEN'S COMMITTEE ON PEACE

170. The Ad Hoc Experts Group/Women's Leadership Forum on Peace meeting in

Johannesburg, South Africa from 4-8 November, 1996;

RecaUing the ongoing efforts of the Organization of African Unity to restore peace to a

number of countries in Africa,

♦ Encouraged by the creation of the OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention,
Management and Resolution and its operational arm, the Central Organ;

1 CONGRATULATES the OAU/ECA and the co-organizers of this Forum for taking the

initiative for implementing the Kampala Plan of Action which has now led to the
establishment of the African Women's Committee on Peace;

2 Further URGES the OAU to expeditiously formalize the functioning of this Committee
in order to draw on the expertise of African women in Conflict Resolution and peace-buildmg
in response to the on-going armed conflicts on the continent.

Adopted unanimously on November 8, 1996

Johannesburg, South Africa.
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II. RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE AD-HOC EXPERT GROUP/WOMEN'S

LEADERSHIP FORUM ON PEACE

171. The Ad-Hoc Expert Group Meeting/Women's Leadership Forum on Peace in
Johannesburg, South Africa from 4 - 8 November 1996/

Recalling the relevant resolutions of the United Nations and the Organization of African

Unity on conflict prevention, management and resolution;

Deeply concerned by the ongoing conflicts in many African countries infra alia Burundi,

Zaire, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Western Sahara, Somalia and Liberia which have resulted

in the killing of innocent civilian women, men and children and the consequent forced
mass displacement of population;

Considering the continued depletion ofresources and exacerbation ofpoverty in countries

experiencing conflicts in regions hosting refugees contributing to rising instability and

increasing tension between refugees and the local population and the efforts geared to

prevent or contain new sources of conflict;

Having, listened to statements from participants at this Forum who are nationals of
African countries embroiled in conflicts;

1. TAKES NOTE of the contributions made by participants at the Forum;

2. EXPRESSES deep concern on the ongoing situations of conflicts and wars in some
African countries;

3. CALLS upon African governments, the civil society and the international community

to do their utmost to resolve the conflicts in these countries in keeping with the

African traditional spirit of resolving conflicts in accordance with the relevant

resolutions of the United Nations and OAU on conflict situations in Africa.

4. APPEALS to international, Regional and Sub-Regional financial institutions such as

the World Bank, IMF, the ECA, and ADB as well as NGOs, the UN Specialized

Agencies and other donors to allocate funds for the rehabilitation and reconstruction

of essential infrastructure in refugee hosting areas and in countries undergoing

rehabilitations and post-conflict peace building.

Adopted unanimously on November 8, 1996

Johannesburg, South Africa.
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7. CLOSING CEREMONY:

172. Closing statements were made by the following:

173 Speaking on behalf of the Executive Secretary of the ECA and the staff of the African
Centre on Women, Dr Mebo Mwaniki, Chief of the UNECA African Centre for Women,
recalled that for the past five days, the meeting had deliberated on how African women can
effectively participate in conflict prevention, management, resolution and peace-building at
all levels. In this regard, the ECA had noted with great satisfaction the decisions toe
committee had taken on these very critical areas of concern. It was the hope ofthe ECA that
governments, NGOs, experts and UN agencies represented will play their part to ensure
follow up actions are taken on the decisions and recommendations that had been made.

173 She continued that the ECA had noted also, with great satisfaction and hope, the
Terms of Reference concerning the Committee, and wished for its rapid establishment and
thereafter an endorsement at the highest level of the OAU Organ so that it can urgently
assume its responsibilities, as outlined in the terms of reference. She added that the ECA
hoped to see also rapid peace-building, conflict prevention, management and resolution
structures at the national and grassroots levels in order to link and maximiM womens

participation in the peace process.

174 She requested the participants, to join her in paying tribute to the Government of
South Africa for its hospitality and in facilitating the realization of this long over due
meeting. This was a great achievement and an enhanced new source of hope for the

restoration of peace in the continent of Africa.

175 ECA she ended, congratulated everyone on their constructive participation which
had enhanced the success of the meeting. She wished everyone weU as the Committee gets

underway in practice.

176 Finally, she thanked, in particular, the UNDP, UNIFEM/AFWIC, UNHCR,
UNESCO, ABANTU for Development and other institutions that had given support to the

meeting.

177 H E Ambassador Gayama, Assistant Secretary-General of the OAU in hisi closing
' d i titd t th people and government*^**"

177 H E Ambassador Gayama, Assistan y

statement' again expressed sincere gratitude to the people and government^*^
for hosting STftmim. Ambassador Gayama welcomed the establishment of toe African
Women's Committee on Peace as an important milestone and as a tangible manifestation of
the desire ofthe OAU to include women in the tasks of conflict prevention, management and

resolution.

178 Hestressedthataftotheadoptionofthevm^

time for concrete action. He acknowledge the dedication of the OAlTs ^^^pattoeK
with regard to peace-making in Africa and assured participants of the OAU's commitment
to support the initiative of establishing the Committee.
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179. In concluding, he thanked the UN-ECA for the excellent working relationships
throughout the ioint-secretariatship for the Forum and also thanked the other members of the

United Nations system for their support for the Forum. He assured the NGOs who had
collaborated with the Forum, as well as all the participants, of the OAU's full cooperation
in the newjoint mandate.

180. The participant from Uganda, on behalf of the Forum, moved a vote of thanks to the
Government of tiie Republic of South Africa, in particular, the Ministry of Population and
Children, for hosting the Forum and for all their efforts in providing an enabling environment
which enhanced the work of the Forum. She thanked the Minister personally for the
hospitality she had extended to the participants which made their stay comfortable,making
te participants comfortable.

181. In her brief closing remarks, the Hon. Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi thanked the
participants for their cooperation and contribution to the discussions which had led to a
smooth running ofthe Forum and what she considered a fruitful outcome as illustrated by the
report.

182. She expressed the hope that efforts will be made by all to elect representatives to the
Committee so that it would take off according to the timeframe that had been adopted. She
thanked all the interpreters, translators, secretaries and all whose inputs had led to the
successful conclusion of the meeting. After wishing the participants a safe return to their
respective countries, the Minister declared the meeting closed.
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AD HOC EXPERT GROUP MEETING/
WOMEN LEADERSHIP FORUM IFOR PEACE

Johannesburg, South Africa

4 - 8 November 1996

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

1 Mme. Saida Benhabyles
Porte Parole Alliance Nationale des Associations

Feminines Parlementaiies

Psycho-Pettagogie

CNT Boulevard Zirout Youcef

Alger (Alg&ie)

Tel: 213 2 39 3127

Fax: 213 2 74 0389

2. S. E. Mme. J. Una R. Baptista Christiana
Secretaire d'Etat pour la

Promotion et le Developpement de la Femme

B. P. 6438

Luanda, Angola

Fax: 244 2 33 00 28

3 Mme. Ana Maria Guimamaes

Conseilleur du Ministre de ^Education

Membre de l'ONG Raizes da Paz

P. O. Box 1281

Luanda, Angola

4 Mme. Christine Ruhaza . i. *,*;,-
Ministre des Droits de la Personne Humaine de 1 Action

Sociale et de la Femme .
Ministere des Droits de la Personne Humaine de
1'Action Sociale et de la Promotion de la Femme

Bujumbura, Burundi

Tel: 257 215179

Fax: 257 216102
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5. Mrae. Yacinthe Budomo

Association des Femmes Bunmdaises
pour la Paix

Depute a 1'Assemble Nationale
P. 0. Box 5721

Bujumbura, Burundi

Fax: 257 22 3775

6. Mrs. Ngo Basse Emilenne

Inspecteur General

Ministere des Affaires Sociales et de la
Condition Fe'minine

Yaounde, Cameroun

Tel: 237 23 1468

Fax: 237 23 2550

7. Mme. Julienne Ondziel

Membre de la CADHP

Pre*sidente

Comity National des Femmes pour la Paix

Brazzaville, Congo

Tel: 242 831394

Fax: 242 833421

8. Mrs. Hiwet ZeMichael

Head, Union of Eritrean Women

Asmara

Eritrea

9. H. E. Wro. Tadeletch H. Mikaei

Minister in Charge of Women's Affairs in the
Prime Minister's Office

P. 0. Box 1031

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Fax: 51 20 30
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10. Ms, Kaluki NgUu

Member of Parliament

P. O. Box 51498

Nairobi, Kenya

Tel: 254-2 823920/443247-8

Fax: 254 2 441373

U. Ms. MaryBrownell

Chairperson

Liberian Women's Initiative

50 Ashmun St

P. O. Box 1063

Monrovia, Liberia

Fax: 226002

12. Dr. Miriam Djibrilla Maiga

Prdsidente

Mouvement National des Femmes pour la

Sauvegarde de la Paix et

de rUnite' Nationale

B. P. 1771, Bamako

Mali

Fax: 223 231999

13. Mrs. Paulina Mateus Nlcunda

General Secretary

Mozambican Women Organization, OMM

Rva Pereira de Lagos

No. 147, Maputo Mo2
Maputo, Mozambique

Tel" 258 1 492665/494429/491646

Fax: 258 1 493437
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14. Mrs. Julieta Langa

Coordinator General .

Mulheres Moc,ambicanas pela Paz

C. P. 257

Maputo, Mozambique

Tel: 258 1 493256

Fax: 258 1 494742

E-mail;Julieta@letras.menu.mz

15. Mme. Marie-Claire Mukasine

Directeur de Cabinet

Ministere de la Famille et de la Promotion
de la Femme

B. P. 969

Kigali (Rwanda)

Tel: 250 76 455

Fax: 250 77 543

16. Mrs. Utnutoni Nyinawumwami Christine

Directeur de Cabinet au Ministere de la

Rehabilitation et de l'lntegration Sociale

Kigali, (Rwanda)

Tel: 250 77 76169

17. Mrs. Nyakamwe Christine

Secretaire Generale de la Conference Pan

Africaine de Paix, Genre et Developpment

qui se tiendra a Kigali, du 1 - 3 Mars 1997

B. P. 969

Kigali, Rwanda

Tel: 250 207 5113

Fax: 250 207 5719
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18. Mrs. Bernadette Kanzayire

Secretaire Permanente

Association des Volontaires de la Paix

B. P. 1787

Kigali (Rwanda)

Tel: 250 77482
Fax: 250 77482

19. Ms. Veneranda Nzambazamaria

National Advisor
PRO-FEMMES TWESTEHAMWE

P. O. Box 1049

Kigali, Rwanda

Tel: 250 75619
Fax: 250 74671/72750

20. Mine. Maimouna Diop ***-*
ConseiUer Principal et Directeur des Affaires
Juridiques et Consulaires au Ministere des

Affaires Etrangeres

Ministere de la Femme, de 1'Enfant

et de la Famille

Dakar (Se*ne*gal)

21 Mrs. Odelia Lavalty
Principal Social Development

Officer in the Women's Bureau

Ministry of Social Welfare, Youth and Sports

New England, Freetown

Sierra Leone

Tel: 241968
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22. Ms.Asha Haji Elmi

Save Somali Women and Children

SSWC/Chair - Lady

P. O. Box 38887

Nairobi, Kenya

Tel: 744083 NBI

Fax: (254) 2 749050

23. Mrs. ZaneleMbeki

Spouse of Vice-President of South Africa
P . O. Box 592

Auckland Park 2006

South Africa

Tel: 011 729 4230/1938 (F)

24. Ms. Patience Hlatshwayo Pashe
Director

Women for Peace

Alexandria

Johannesburg

South Africa

Fax: 27 11646 1209

25. Mrs. Florence Maleka

Department of Welfare

P. Bag X 901

Pretoria 0001

South Africa

Tel: 012 312 7676

Fax: 012 325 7071

26. Mrs. Mojanku Gumbi

P. Bag 911

Pretoria 001

South Africa

Tel: 27 12 323 2502
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27. Mrs. Priscilla Themba

Gender Affairs Office

P. O. Box 11291

Nelspruit

South Africa

Tel: 013 7551476

Fax: 013 7552743

28. Mrs. Bernito Fraser

Private Bag X885

Pretoria 001

South Africa

Tel: 012 328 4600

Fax: 012 325 7071

29. Mrs. Pat Mkhize
Community Conflict Management/Resolution

P. O. Box 32162

Braamfomtein 2017

Pretoria

South Africa

Fax: 011 3393434

30. Mrs. Collen Lone Moma

Gender Adviser

Commonwealth Secretariat

(SA Programme)

67 Echsteir St.

Observatory, Johannesburg

South Africa

Tel: 011487 2097

Fax: 011487 2976
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31. Dr. Ellen Kornegay

Executive Director

The Women's Development Foundation
P. O. Box 31028

Braamfontein

Johannesburg

South Africa

Tel: Oil 339 189816

Fax: Oil 339 6533

32. Mrs. Sibongile Bongwe

155 10th Avenue

Alexandra Township

Bergulei 2090

South Africa

Tel: 443 5444

33. Mrs. Kgomotso Rammego

Provincial Organizer

ANC Women's League

207 Lancet Hall

P. O. Box 8299

Johannesburg

South Africa

Fax: (011)337 3573

34. Ms. Anisia K. Achieng

Sudanese Women's Voice for Peace

P. O. Box 14877

Nairobi, Kenya

35. H.E, Ms. Mary Nagu

Minister for Community Development Women and
Children

Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania

Fax: 255 51 32647
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36. Mme. Rafika Khouini

Chef de Cabinet
Ministere de la Femme et de la Familie

Tunis (Tunisie)

Fax: 216 567020

37. Mme. Saida Agrebi
Association Tunisienne des Meres

2 Rue des dattes Berg

Baccouche ARIANA 2080

Tunis (Tunisie)

Fax: 216 1 781627

38. Mrs. Edna Baryaruha

Director/Gender

Ministry of Gender and Community

Development

Jinja Road, Plot 4

P. O. Box 7136

Kampala, Uganda

256 41 22 07 80/24 48 01 (UNDP)

39. Ms. Elizabeth Kyasimire

Chief Economist
Ministry of Gender and Community

Development

Jinja Road, Plot 4
P. O. Box 7136

Kampala, Uganda

256 41 22 07 80/24 48 01 (UNDP)
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40. Ms. Tendai Bare

Senior Permanent Secretary
Ministry of National Affairs

Employment Creation and Cooperatives
Private Bag 7762

Causeway

Zimbabwe

Fax: 236 4 753284/732709

41. Ms. Gertrude Mongella
C/o UNDP

P. O. Box 9182

Dar-es-Salaam

United Republic of Tanzania

Fax: 255 51 46718
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42. Ms. Wanjiru Kihoro

Director

ABANTU for Development

3 Olaf Street, London WO1 4BE

London

Fax: +(44) 071 243 0012

43. Ms. BinetaDiop

Member of the Executive Board

Coordinator of the Programme

Women Africa Solidarity

Synergies Africa

P. O. Box 2100

CH - 1211 Geneve 2

Tel: (41 22) 788 85 86
Fax: (41 22) 788 85 90

44. Mrs. Mary Okumu

OXFAM-America

Regional Representative for Horn ot Ainca

OXFAM America

P. O. Box 2333

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

45. Mrs. Margareth Mensah

Vice-Chairperson - South
FEMNET-South (Namibia)

P. O. Box 60117

Kalukura, Windhoek

Namibia
Fax: 011 3161254 Room 75
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46. Mrs. Janny C. Poley
First Secretary

Royal Netherlands Embassy - Pretoria
P. O. Box 117

Arcadia Street 225, Pretoria 0083
Pretoria

South Africa

Fax: 012 3443910

47. Mr. J. David Whaley

Resident Representative
UNDP South Africa

P.O.BOX 6541

Pretoria

South Africa

Fax: 27 12 32 04853

48. Mrs. Anne Githuku

Assistant Resident Representative
UNDP - Pretoria

South Africa

P.O.Box 6541

Pretoria

South Africa

Fax: 27 12 32 04853

49. Ms. Joyce Mendes-Cole
Senior Regional Advisor

United Nations Development Programme
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel:251 1 515919

Fax:251 1 512599
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50. Mrs.Sarita Rachid

Public Affairs Officer

UNDP South Africa

P.O.BOX 6541, Pretoria

South Africa

Fax: 27 12 32 04853

51. Ms. Ingborg Breines

Director, Women and the Culture of Peace

UNESCO

7 Place de Fontenoy

75352 Paris 07-SP, France

Tel: (33 - 1) 456 81212

Fax: (33 - 1) 45685557

52. Ms. Heywote H. Maskal

Senior Regional Advisor
Liaison Representative

UNHCR

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Fax:(251 1) 61 16 66

53. Mrs. Hodan Aodu
Programme Officer

UNIFEM/AFWIC

K.I.C.C., 27th Floor

P. O. Box 30218

Nairobi, Kenya

Fax:(254-2) 21 51 02
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Ambassador Pascal Gayama

Assistant Secretary-General in Charge of

Education, Science, Culture and Social Affairs

Organization of African Unity

P. O. Box 3243

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: 251 1 517700 ext. 253

Fax: 251 1 517844 '

55. Mr. V. K. Ntandayarwo

Head of Labour, Human Resources

Development and Social Affairs Division

Organization of African Unity

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: (Dir.) 251 1 510454/ 517700 ext 279

Fax: 251 1 517844

56. Ms. A. Coleman

Chief of Conflict Prevention and Research

Section

Organization of African Unity

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: 251 1 513822/51 77 00 ext 618

Fax: 251 1 517844

57. Mrs. Y. Teriba

Women's Affairs Officer

Organization of African Unity

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: 251 1 517700 ext. 299

Fax: 251 1 517844
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58. Mrs. Mary Mukayuhi
Coordinator

Organization of African Unity

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Fax: 251 1 517844

ECA

59 Mr. Samba Jack

P O. Box 3001
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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